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Micron chugs out of the station, minus many forecasters. 
  

 
  

The chart above, from an excellent analyst on Seeking Alpha who goes by “Electric Phred,” shows 10 years 
of Micron’s stock price (blue) and DRAM memory chip prices (red.)  Phred did a particularly good piece 
recently, in which he pointed to that recent bottom in Micron and in memory pricing, and recalled a 
forecast made by Apple CEO Tim Cook in July, 2016, right at that bottom.  To Mr. Cook and Apple, on that 
day 7 months ago, it strongly looked as if the red line would be falling farther in the months ahead.  There 
was just too much memory supply and not enough demand, he thought—along with his experts at 
Apple.  (Of course memory prices are important to Apple because they’re a cost factor in all of Apple’s 
products.) 
  
As Phred showed, Mr. Cook was as wrong as can be.  Memory prices have surged 150% or so, with Micron 
stock trying to keep up.  There has been weaker supply, and surging demand—exactly the opposite of 
what Apple expected.  
  
There is only one useful reaction to this, for good investors:  “There but for the grace of God go we,” or 
something along those lines.  Thelesson is not that Mr. Cook and Apple are poor forecasters; the lesson is 
that “calling the turn” in free markets is hideously difficult for absolutely everyone, whether their prestige 
is at the Olympic level or the high-school track meet level.  
  
Outlook’s investment in Micron was not based on “calling the turn in the memory market.”  It was simply 
based on the certainty that “the turn” would eventually happen . . . because markets cure themselves . . 
. because the cure for low prices is low prices.  (Outlookclients and readers have heard that a lot.)  It was 
based, just as much, on appreciation of the methodical steps Micron was taking, over many years, to do 
very simple but very hard things which improve the long-term operations of any business:  cut 
manufacturing costs; improve technological innovation; introduce genuinely exciting new memory 
products to a market which was clearly going to boom in the 5 to 10 years ahead, as the “internet of 



things” came on like an incoming tide.  And finally, Outlook’s Micron investment was based on observing 
that the stock market was acting perfectly in character:  trashing the stock as it endured a cyclical 
downturn, as if there would be no upturn, and as if Micron’s hard, slogging work to improve its operating 
business wasn’t very important.  
  
As Phred’s chart shows, the upturn has begun.  It will proceed in the usual ebbs and flows, prompting a 
great many clever investors to attempt to jump in and out of Micron, timing those ebbs and flows.  Good 
luck to them . . they will need it.  At Outlook we’re pretty certain the Micron ride will last a long time, and 
take us to startling heights. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
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